


Grace Garrett Design

Grace Garrett is a textile designer with over twenty years of industry experience 
working in graphic design, fashion and interiors.
 
An Educator at Sydney Design School, Grace Garrett has extensive experience 
as a colourist and designer working in Australia and overseas. Renowned for her 
dynamic, modern and bold style, Grace Garrett’s collections are inspired by her 
travels abroad and her life journey.
 
Grace Garrett has many collections to her name including The Beauty of Asia, 
Deco Glamour, A Sunburnt Country, Afrique Tribal, plus her latest collection Ur-
ban Aztec.
 
Grace Garrett has recently featured in Australian House & Garden’s ‘Top Women 
in Design’, as well as a number of well-known interior design publications.
 
Grace Garrett has most recently partnered up with ‘The Three Birds Renovations, 
Australia’s leading paint brand Taubmans, and is currently collaborating with 
Coco Republic.

Grace has won a number of awards; she has been a finalist in the Australian Du-
lux Colour Awards, she has been recognised by Porters Paints for her excellence 
in colour and surface design, was a finalist in the Designer Rugs Awards with two 
of her designs being selected, and a finalist in the Fred Hosking Surface Design 
Awards. 



Inspired by the Aztec culture and the people that made up the greater empire is 
the Urban Aztec Collection by Grace Garrett.
 
Urban Aztec draws its colour palette and textures from the common Aztec 
homes and their use of adobe- a sun dried brick clay.
 
Further influenced by the prominent use of Mosaics throughout the Aztec world, 
Grace has intertwined elements of these ancient shapes and textures throughout 
her work; copper, gold, silver, shells, clay, wood, stone and feathers.
 
Symbolism was a part of every day life for the people of central Mexico, used to 
communicate their beliefs and even foretell the future.

In keeping with the culture of the Aztecs, this collection embodies much of the 
symbolism depicted in their building, stone work, jewellery and art as well as 
forms of nature.





2207 GLYPH
Inspired by the symbols associated with Aztec monuments and manuscripts.

2207-01 Glyph Chocolate/Twine

2207-03 Glyph Brick/Twine  2207-02 Glyph Chartreuse

2207-11 Glyph Ink 2207-04 Glyph Old Rose/Dove

2207-07 Glyph Pumice 2207-18 Glyph Mist/Ink

repeat H 45.67 cm V 45.67 cm

https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/glyph/d571c9560
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/glyph/d571c9559
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/glyph/d571c9568
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/glyph/d571c9561
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/glyph/d571c9558
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/glyph/d571c10136
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/glyph/d571c9564


2205 CALPULLI
In Aztec society, a Calpulli was a large group of houses or family units, many 
banding together to form extended families. This design captures the houses 
and the lineal connection between the extended families.

2205-02 Calpulli Ink

2205-06 Calpulli Russett 2205-11 Calpulli Atlantic

2205-03 Calpulli Aubergine 2205-04 Calpulli Earth/Black

2205-01 Calpulli Volcano 2205-12 Calpulli Chartreuse

repeat H 45.67 cm V 45.67 cm

https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/calpulli/d568c9382
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/calpulli/d568c9387
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/calpulli/d568c9378
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/calpulli/d568c9379
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/calpulli/d568c9377
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/calpulli/d568c9380
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/calpulli/d568c9398


2204 TIZOC
Inspired by the texture and symbolism of The Stone of Tizoc, a carved Aztec 
stone, rediscovered on 17 December 1791. Covered in rich relief carvings the 
stone as a whole is thought to represent the cosmos as defined by the Aztecs.

2204-07 Tizoc Loch

2204-08 Tizoc Ribbon  2204-04 Tizoc Tussock

2204-01 Tizoc Brick/Bone 2204-09 Tizoc Armadillo

2204-03 Tizoc Chartreuse 2204-10 Tizoc Ink

repeat H 45.69 cm V 45.69 cm

https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/tizoc/d565c9155
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/tizoc/d565c9151
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/tizoc/d565c9139
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/tizoc/d565c9156
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/tizoc/d565c9154
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/tizoc/d565c9157
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/tizoc/d565c9150


2198 MEXITLI
The Aztecs used the prickly pear cactus for food, building materials, making glue, 
firewood, strengthening mortar, stiffening cloth and for religious rituals. 
The Aztecs also considered it to be a medicinal plant and it was used for wound 
healing, as a poultice and many other medicinal purposes.

2198-04 Mexitli Olive

2198-02 Mexitli Brick  2198-07 Mexitli Earth

2198-06 Mexitli Aubergine 2198-10 Mexitli Jade

2198-11 Mexitli Salmon 2198-01 Mexitli Ink

repeat H 91.34 cm V 91.34 cm

https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/mexitli/d569c9451
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/mexitli/d569c9456
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/mexitli/d569c9455
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/mexitli/d569c9459
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/mexitli/d569c9448
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/mexitli/d569c9460




2200 OBSIDIAN
An Obsidian is a hard brittle rock that the Aztecs used to make sharp edges for 
tools.

2200-07 Obsidian Brick

2200-08 Obsidian Port 2200-02 Obsidian Jade

2200-06 Obsidian Olive 2200-01 Obsidian Ink

2200-04 Obsidian Rockpool 2200-05 Obsidian Chartreuse

repeat H 45.67 cm V 45.67 cm

https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/obsidian/d567c9197
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/obsidian/d567c9191
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/obsidian/d567c9195
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/obsidian/d567c9176
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/obsidian/d567c9196
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/obsidian/d567c9194
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/obsidian/d567c9193


2194 AMANTECA
Inspired by the Aztec craftspeople who worked with feathers. They made 
clothing and headdresses for the nobility.

2194-08 Amanteca Aubergine

2194-12 Amanteca Earth  2194-04 Amanteca Olive

2194-03 Amanteca Chartreuse 2194-01 Amanteca Old Grey

2194-06 Amanteca Rosewater 2194-07 Amanteca Silver

repeat H 45.69 cm V 45.69 cm

https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/amanteca/d556c9474
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/amanteca/d556c9466
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/amanteca/d556c9465
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/amanteca/d556c9449
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/amanteca/d556c9470
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/amanteca/d556c9469
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/amanteca/d556c9468




2197 MAGUETY
Maguey is an Aztec plant with many uses. Aztecs used it to build houses, rendered it as a raw 
material and made into strong twine for clothing. It was also made into a nourishing meal or 
drink.  A hearty succulent plant with many varieties - sturdy leaves and sharp spines.  
The Aztecs worship the plant, for is abundance of life giving properties and it is now used and 
distilled as the main ingredient in a margarita. 

2197-02 Maguety Black

2197-07 Maguety Brick 2197-04 Maguety Ink

2197-08 Maguety Jade 2197-15 Maguety Earth

2197-09 Maguety Twine 2197-05 Maguety Port

repeat H 45.69 cm V 45.69 cm

https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/maguety/d589c9885
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/maguety/d589c9882
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/maguety/d589c9886
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/amanteca/d556c9449
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/maguety/d589c9880
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/maguety/d589c9883
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/maguety/d589c9887


2199 NAHUA
The term Nahua refers to Aztec tribe - the people who founded the Aztec 
Empire.

2199-02 Nahua Chartreuse

2199-08 Nahua Twine 2199-10 Nahua Nude

2199-03 Nahua Brick 2199-01 Nahua Black

2199-04 Nahua Earth 2199-06 Nahua Jade

repeat H 22.83 cm V 22.83 cm

https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/nahua/d560c9208
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/nahua/d560c9210
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/nahua/d560c9203
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/nahua/d560c9177
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/nahua/d560c9202
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/nahua/d560c9206
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/nahua/d560c9204




2216 IZEL TEXTURE
Inspired by textures found on adobe brick clay homes and landscape, Adobe is a 
material made from mixing sand, clay and water together then it drying in the sun.  

2216-07 Izel Texture Black 2216-10 Izel Texture Aubergine

repeat H 45.67 cm V 45.67 cm

2216-01 Izel Texture Denim

2216-08 Izel Texture Chartreuse 2216-15 Izel Texture Mist2216-03 Izel Texture Olive

2215 ITCHTACA TEXTURE
Inspired by textures found on adobe brick clay homes and landscape, Adobe is a 
material made from mixing sand, clay and water together then it drying in the sun.  

2215-14 Itchtaca Texture Silver 2215-05 Itchtaca Texture Ribbon

repeat H 45.67 cm V 45.67 cm

2215-12 Itchtaca Texture Pea

2215-17 Itchtaca Texture Ink 2215-09 Itchtaca Texture Brickv2215-06 Itchtaca Texture Volcano

https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/izel-texture/d586c9736
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/izel-texture/d586c9786
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/izel-texture/d586c9792
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/izel-texture/d586c9777
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/izel-texture/d586c9788
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/izel-texture/d586c9799
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/itchtaca-texture/d584c9789
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/itchtaca-texture/d584c9793
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/itchtaca-texture/d584c9776
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/itchtaca-texture/d584c9778
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/itchtaca-texture/d584c9927
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/itchtaca-texture/d584c9783


2214 YOCHTEL TEXTURE
Inspired by textures found on adobe brick clay homes and landscape, Adobe is a 
material made from mixing sand, clay and water together then it drying in the sun.  

2214-02 Yochitl Texture Earth 2214-15 Yochitl Texture Mist

repeat H 45.67 cm V 45.67 cm

2214-04 Yochitl Texture Jade

2214-11 Yochitl Texture Port 2214-03 Yochitl Texture Olive2214-06 Yochitl Texture Volcano

2213 OLLAMA TEXTURE
Inspired by textures found on adobe brick clay homes and landscape, Adobe is a 
material made from mixing sand, clay and water together then it drying in the sun.  

2213-05 Ollama Texture Ribbon 2213-16 Ollama Texture Rockpool

repeat H 45.67 cm V 45.67 cm

2213-08 Ollama Texture Chartreuse

2213-01 Ollama Texture Denim 2213-07 Ollama Texture Black2213-10 Ollama Texture Aubergine

https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/yochitl-texture/d582c9759
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/yochitl-texture/d582c9759
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/yochitl-texture/d582c9771
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/yochitl-texture/d582c9761
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/yochitl-texture/d582c9766
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/yochitl-texture/d582c9758
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/ollama-texture/d581c9749
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/ollama-texture/d581c9746
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/ollama-texture/d581c9926
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/ollama-texture/d581c9751
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/ollama-texture/d581c9742
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/ollama-texture/d581c9748




2206 CHINAMPA
Inspired by the Aztec manmade islands used for growing crops because much of 
the land was swampy. 

2206-01 Chinampa Olive/Black

2206-07 Chinampa Ink/Earth 2206-04 Chinampa Earth

2206-06 Chinampa Ribbon 2206-09 Chinampa Jade

2206-02 Chinampa Brick/Cathedral 2206-03 Chinampa Chocolate/Bone

repeat H 45.69 cm V 45.69 cm

https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/chinampa/d570c9581
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/chinampa/d570c9578
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/chinampa/d570c9580
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/chinampa/d570c9583
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/chinampa/d570c9575
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/chinampa/d570c9577
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/chinampa/d570c9576


2203 TENOCHA
inspired by the rough texture and stone work seen in the Aztec ruins.

2203-06 Tenochca Ink

2203-02 Tenochca Chestnut 2203-03 Tenochca Black

2203-04 Tenochca Olive 2203-05 Tenochca Port

2203-16 Tenochca Mist 2203-14 Tenochca Volcano

repeat H 45.69 cm V 45.69 cm

https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/tenochca/d588c9895
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/tenochca/d588c9896
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/tenochca/d588c9897
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/tenochca/d588c9898
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/tenochca/d588c9899
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/tenochca/d588c9907
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/tenochca/d588c10005


2202 SUN STONE
Inspired by the carvings of the Aztec calendar stone and is perhaps the most
famous work of Aztec sculpture.

2202-02 Sun Stone Earth/Black

2202-01 Sun Stone Chartreuse 2202-09 Sun Stone Ink

2202-11 Sun Stone Nude 2202-10 Sun Stone Silver

2202-06 Sun Stone Mediterranean 2202-04 Sun Stone Brick

repeat H 45.67 cm V 45.67 cm

https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/sun-stone/d564c9175
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/sun-stone/d564c9188
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/sun-stone/d564c9190
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/sun-stone/d564c9189
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/sun-stone/d564c9185
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/sun-stone/d564c9183
https://www.sparkk.com.au/card/grace-garrett/sun-stone/d564c9185




We’re a little bit different. 
Here’s how we work

Select your design
Choose from over 300 designs from our catalogue or visit our website to view the latest 

collections.

Select your colours
Choose from our ready-to-go colourways or use the colour palette to custom colour 

your design.

Select your substrate
Sparkk’s substrates are high quality, colour-fast and made to last. 

Visit our website for full details and specifications.

Questions? Get in touch

Email us at hello@sparkk.com.au or call us on +61 2 9517 4600 - we’d love to help!

Important bits
PDF SAMPLES of any design and colourway can be downloaded on demand from our website 
and are shown at 1:1 scale.

CUSTOM PRINTED SAMPLES are sent in 2-5 days following request. We can also match to 
Pantone colours on request.

MINIMUM ORDER is 1mt or 1 cushion. Orders are dispatched within 10 days from receipt of 
payment. Larger orders may need extra time but we’ll keep you in the loop.

When you are ready to order fabric or wallpaper please include references from samples. 

Catalogues

Sparkk’s interactive catalogues allow you to browse our collections with ease. Simply scroll 
through the catalogue and click on any design to to view more colourways or to create custom 
versions of your own.

Head to www.sparkk.com.au and follow the links.



AGENTS

NSW & NZ 
Sparkk

hello@sparkk.com.au
(02) 9517 4600

WA 
Decor Design Centre

textiles@decordesign.com.au
(08) 9328 1077

QLD 
Style Revolutionary

hello@stylerevolutionary.com
0418 989 838

VIC 
Grant Dorman

sales@grantdorman.com.au
(03) 8525 8825

SA
Greenfield & Hunter

sonia@greenfieldsa.com.au
(08) 8338 2229

Studio & Production
6 Gehrig Lane
Camperdown NSW 2050
www.sparkk.com.au
(02) 9517 4600 find us @sparkkstudio


